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The Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild is the only UK-based association 
of media professionals working largely or entirely on outdoor subjects. Our 
membership covers every field of activity and all corners of the globe. We in-
clude writers, journalists, film makers, photographers, publishers and editors,
all with a passionate interest in the outdoors. For information on who we are 
and what we do, and where we’ve been, visit www.owpg.org.uk 

Editor Stephen Neale
OFeditor@owpg.org.uk
Design Stephen Neale
Cover The upper entrance of  Deer Cave 
in Borneo – Chris Howes: see pages 9 
and 26 for more

It’s that ‘giving’ time of year again. Christmas comes early 
at the OWPG. Saturday September 26 to be precise, the 
day this year when we celebrated the best of our Guild’s 
work. The awards weekend was spread over four days –  a 
chance to meet, great, play, swap stories, get active and 
generally have a wonderful time.

This edition is especially for those that couldn’t make it. 
A flavour of who and what you missed, as well as 16-pages 
of award winning work.  If your creative juices are instantly 
inspired,  but you’ve no immediate outlet to channel the 

flow, then send your work to me, here at OF.  It’s a great 
showcase, a communal project. A collective. A knowledge 
pool. Whatever you wanna call it.  

Whether you’re motivated to lead from afar, or inspired 
by the pictures and words of Howes, Lintern, Turnbull, 
Marsh, Smith, Richardson et al,  my email address is OFedi-
tor@owpg.org.uk Go on. Share the love. 

And then enter the OWPG Awards 2016; as a giver. 
All over again.

A showcase of our 
best work.

Fun and games at the 
AGM. 

Lifetime award 
for Hamish.

Gary Richardson on travelling light in Sweden.
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Terry Marsh rights of way

Time running out on paths
TEN years left to save public rights of way

In the good old days – before the 
National Parks and Access to the 
Countryside Act, 1949 – rights of 
way existed where the public had 
used them from time immemorial; 
and as Geoff Wilson, a member of 
the Cumberland and Westmorland 
Antiquarian and Archaeologi-
cal Society, points out (CWAAS 
Newsletter, No. 79, Summer 2015),  
where landowners inferred dedi-
cation as a public way and where 
the public had accepted the dedi-
cation by use.

This was okay, as far as it went, but 
it was a somewhat rickety arrange-
ment that the 1949 Act sought to 
address by requiring local authorities 

(outwith Scotland) to produce a 
map that would become the official 
statement of public rights of way. 
This was to be the Definitive Map 
and Statement, copies of which, in my 
experience, tended to be buried (but 
accessible) in some obscure corner of 
a county council department. 

This recording of paths involved 
a huge amount of work involving 
parish and county councils, with 
the former (and probably both) 
ill-equipped in terms of staffing to 
take the task on. 

Such was certainly the case I 
found while working on the first 
edition of my guide to the Coast-

to-Coast Path, where part of the 
route over Crosby R avensworth 
Fell, for a while following a de-
fined right of way, simply ended 
as it crossed the parish boundar y. 
Cumberland County Council and 
the much-lamented Westmorland 
County Council published their 
first definitive maps in 1966 and 
1964 respectively.

Inevitably, some highways – all 
public rights of way are highways – 
that had been used by the public as of 
right, did not make it onto the maps. 
Some parishes were diligent, others 
less so; some landowners were coop-
erative, others assiduous in denying 

Autumn sunrise over Teesdale 
Gary Richardson – Highly 
Commended in OWPG Awards 
for Excellence 2015 (see page 
11 for more)
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rights of way Terry Marsh

the existence of rights of way across their land.
Review procedures, intended to correct errors and 

omissions, were difficult to administer. The Wildlife and 
Countryside Act, 1981, abandoned so-called cyclical 
reviews in favour of Definitive Map Modification Orders. 
Where documentary evidence could show that a public 
right of way existed where no way was shown on the defin-
itive map, this 1981 Act provided for the definitive map 
to be amended. 

And that is where we are today, except that the Coun-
tryside and Rights of Way Act, 2000, introduced a 2026 
cut-off date for adding historic paths to definitive maps. 
As the law currently stands, any footpaths or bridleways 
that existed before 1949 and which are not recorded as 
such by 31 December 2025, will be extinguished. In the 
case of my Crosby Ravensworth path, it is arguably less of 
an issue because the path now falls within Access Land, 
but that’s not the point.

Not far from Killington Lake and the M6 motorway, at 
the hamlet of Millholme, there is just the sort of footpath 
‘gap’ that we could be looking to fill. It’s just 50 metres. 
The gap is barely visible on a map, but it’s worth saving, 
otherwise the other footpaths in the area are meaningless.

This presents us with an opportunity to blend our 
enthusiasm (and for many, our need) for public rights of 
way in non-Access areas, with a little bit of research in an 
attempt to save more of these missing footpaths. 

I’m sure that many members of the Guild will have 
come across instances such as the one at Millholme 
(which is being dealt with, by the way). If everyone did 
what they could to mend these broken links, just one 
each, then, we could save well over 100 footpaths for 
posterity. 

You might argue that we’ve still got 10 years to play 
with, but this kind of research can take time and lots of 
patience, and you need to begin, having identified a gap, 
by going to your local archival research centre (often 
linked to a county council) and getting a Reader’s Ticket. 
That gives you access to the archive. Then you backtrack 
through ancient maps and documents to see what evi-
dence there is for the existence of the path. 

To give you an idea of where you start, the documents 
used in the research for the Millholme link were:
l enclosure maps
l Hodgsons map of Westmorland, 1823-25
l The 1834 Kendal Tithe Commutation Act and 

map
a series of maps from the 19th and early 20th century 

maps delineating the perambulation of boundaries – 
l ‘Beating the bounds’ maps
l estate maps
l local government reports on the condition of 

highways, prepared, usually by the County Surveyor
l OS 1”=1 mile maps
l The Agriculture (Improvement of Roads) Act, 

1955
l Westmorland County Council’s Footbridges 

Register from 1954-1974
l Parish submission maps under the 1949 Act
Similar documents will be available in your area, you 

just need to find them, and take it from there. You’ll find 
archival staff very friendly and helpful...and it’s ever so 
peaceful in an archive search room. So, do you have the 
time to help save our rights of way? Time is running out.

Rights of way will not be re-connected after 2026
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Roly Smith bill mitchell

The world of outdoor journalism is 
a poorer place with the passing of 
one of its founding fathers, W R (Bill) 
Mitchell, at the age of 87 in October.
The first thing to say about William 
Reginald Mitchell – universally known 
as ‘Bill’ – is that he was a proper 
journalist. He started his journalistic 
career as a 12s 6d (62p)-a-week cub 
reporter on the Craven Herald & Pioneer 
in Skipton 1943, covering everything 
from magistrates’ courts and funerals 
to golden weddings and village fetes, as 
junior reporters had to do in those days. 

It taught Bill the all-important need 
for accuracy – the need to check and 
double check names and facts. One 
mistake in the spelling of a name would 
be one too many if you were to survive as 
the scribe in a local community.

On his first day on the Herald, Bill 
met the man who was to have perhaps 
the greatest influence on his life, the 

W R (Bill) Mitchell (1928-2015): Death of a founding father

in Lancashire. And Bill Mitchell was 
responsible for launching the journalistic 
career of at least one proud Lancastrian – 
none other than my fellow vice-president 
Walt Unsworth.  Walt at the time was an 
outdoor-loving science teacher in Wol-
verhampton, and he submitted an article 
to Bill at The Dalesman on spec which, 
to his great surprise, was accepted. “It was 
my start in outdoor journalism, and I’ll 
always be grateful to Bill,” Walt told me.

For Bill Mitchell, it was a constant joy 
and privilege to be able to write about 
his beloved Dales for a living. And he 
wrote about them and their people 
with an umatched understanding and 
knowledge. He had a beautiful, relaxed 

doctorate from Bradford University. Few 
honours had been so richly deserved.

Bill was one of the most prolific of 
British regional authors, specialising 
in the history, topography and wildlife 
of northern England and Scotland. 
He wrote over 170 books himself, also 
self-publishing under his imprint of 
Castleberg Books, named after Settle’s 
famous limestone crag which watches 
over the market place of his home town.

Bill Mitchell was born and bred in 
Skipton, and he often said there was 
Methodism in his madness. There was 
an element of truth in that, because he 
was brought up as a strick Methodist by 
his Grannie and family, and was once a 
Methodist lay preacher himself. 

He joined the Herald after schooling 
during the war years at Skipton, and mar-
ried his wife Freda, a farmer’s daughter 
from Marton, after meeting her on a 
Dales bus. Freda sadly passed away at the 
age of 80 in 2007, but the couple were 
happily married for 55 years and had two 
children, Janet and David, five grandchil-
dren and two great grandchildren.

His major interests apart from his 
writing were birdwatching and botany, 
and it is perhaps little known that he 
was an authority on the Sika deer of the 
Forest of Bowland. He also loved the 
Western Isles of Scotland, and for many 
years, Bill and Freda took their holidays 
there.  One of my favourite stories of 
Bill’s was that of an old dalesman who lay 
dying in his remote cottage. He said to 
his wife, “Hey luv, I think I’m dying. Just 
light me a candle for my last hours.”

“Oh no,” his wife replied. “D’ye know the 
price of candles?” Eventually she relented 
and said: “All reet, I’ll light ye a candle. But if 
you feel yerself going, blow it out!”
Bill’s last book, Arthur Ransome: Afloat 
in Lakeland, by Great Northern Books.

then sub-editor Harry J Scott. Scott had 
founded The Yorkshire Dalesman just 
four years before, with an initial print run 
of 3,000 and a print bill of just £25.  

As Bill recalled years later: “He might 
have said ‘Good morning’ or perhaps ‘hallo.’ 
Instead he greeted me with the words ‘Hail 
to thee, blithe spirit…’ It marked him out to 
me as someone special.”

Bill’s connection with The Dalesman  
had started in 1948 after he returned 
from two years of National Service in the 
Royal Navy. Scott invited him to Fellside, 
his home at Clapham from where the 
magazine had been produced since 1939, 
and offered him a job. It was a job which 
was to last for 40 years, and Bill eventual-
ly succeeded Scott as its editor in 1968, 
a role which he distinguished himself for 
the next 20 years. He also edited Cum-
bria for the same period.  Of course, The 
Dalesman is an institution, bringing a 
taste of The Broad Acres to expatriate 
Tykes all around the world – even some 

and intimate style of writing, and his 
natural, gentlemanly charm extracted 
many a story from a recalcitrant Dales 
farmer. In my nomination of Bill for 
the Golden Eagle Award in 2007 I 
described him as “a founding father 
of modern outdoor journalism.” 
Certainly Bill, who served for many 
years as a judge in the Guild’s Awards 
for Excellence, was a worthy successor 
to such great literary Dales names of 
the past as Arthur Raistrick, Dorothy 
Una Ratcliffe, Ella Pontefract, Marie 
Hartley and Joan Ingilby. 

It was absolutely typical of the man 
that when Bill ‘retired’ in January, 1988, he 
allotted just one paragraph to the event in 
The Dalesman. In 1996, Bill was awarded 
an MBE for his services to Dales liter-
ature and journalism, and an honorary 
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kielder OWPG members

As a child, my bedroom was always 
cold, writes Chris Howes. Frost pat-
terns would form on the window glass, 
disturbed only by tendrils of flaking 
paint on the metal frame, but I could 
always push against the dry hinges 
and peer at the winter night sky or 

even climb outside to sit on the coarse 
roof tiles of the kitchen below.  
I knew enough to pick out some of the 
constellations, and at the dark of the 
moon the Milky Way swept its pattern 
across the sky.  As the decades passed 
came university in a city and work 

in another and light pollution grew 
without my noticing, until I forgot that 
‘normality’ of early life. 
Then came Kielder. 
 As an adult, at Kielder I recalled what 
I had consigned to the depths of my 
memory. Once more the stars soared 
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OWPG members kielder

across a velvet backdrop, patterns and 
colours vivid in the dark outside the 
castle. Billions of points of light, set 
against the glorious Milky Way. 
I was born in Northumberland; it was a 
privilege to return, to be reunited with 
a dark sky. To encounter once again 

that frontier of science and beauty. 
Thank you Kielder.
l A place of superlatives, says Tony 
Howard. The UK’s largest artificial lake, 
England’s largest forest and its darkest 
sky, home to wonderful knowledgeable 
and enthusiastic people. 

What a joy to learn about our night sky 
with Richard Darn at Kielder Castle, 
and again with the young astronomers 
at the observatory. And to actually 
walk under the dam to appreciate its 
immensity or sail across it by ferry to 
enjoy the scenery. 
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l And then there were the off site activities. Four Guild 
members followed Ronald Turnbull on to Cauldcleuch Head in 
Roxburghshire on the Sunday of the AGM weekend.  
OF editor Stephen Neale (who peeled off early) Sue Viccars, 
Andrew Galloway and me, Vivienne Crow, following our old 
man of the hills up and down largely pathless grassy ridges 
and through the bogs to the 619m summit. 
“Beware the shellycoat!” our knowledgeable guide warned 

in sinister tones, telling of how this creature would lure 
feeble hill folk such as ourselves into the bog after dark. But 
the promise of hot showers and an early tea back at Kielder 
base ensured we were off the hill long before nightfall.   
 l “How do you know they’re happy? When they come 
back.” Ray Lowden demonstrated just that on our hawk 
walk at Kielder Birds of Prey Centre. 
Sending Loki, a Harris hawk, up into the conifers, he let 

several of us wear a gauntlet 
for the bird to come back to, 
enticed by a scrap of chicken.  
We felt the draught of its 
wingbeats as it flew between 
us to land lightly on the leath-
er glove. 
“At first he was as wild as 
wild can be, but, after two 
nights sitting with me every 
night, he would follow me.” 
Happy hawk and a lot of 
happy OWPG photographers, 
including Susie White. 

kielder OWPG members
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Awards for Excellence 2015
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We believe in designing genuinely useful products that help you to enjoy the great outdoors. By 
putting your mind at rest that you and your electronic gear – and other valuables – are properly 
protected from the elements. We believe that what we sell must be of the very best quality – the 
same quality that we demand when we buy other people’s products. And we believe in treating our 
customers the way we ourselves want to be treated. www.store.aquapac.net

Since 1939 we have been celebrating all that’s great about Yorkshire, God’s Own Country, through the 
pages of our magazines, books and guides. Alongside our flagship Dalesman magazine – the UK’s 
best-selling regional magazine – and a series of other market-leading regional and national maga-
zines, we publish numerous best-selling books, calendars and visitor guides, plus dalesman.co.uk 
– the insider’s guide to Yorkshire. www.dalesman.co.uk

Cicerone is a specialist publisher of walking, trekking, mountaineering and cycling guidebooks. 
Established for 40 years, we aim to inspire and inform, and our guides are noted for their reliability 
and depth of information. For the serious walker, there is a comprehensive range of guides to the 
long-distance paths of the UK, as well as a highly regarded range of over 100 guides to Europe and 
many major mountain areas of the world.   www.cicerone.co.uk

Crimson specialises in publishing non-fiction books dedicated to improving the way we live and 
work. We publish in six specialist areas including business, travel, heritage, education and parenting. 
As part of our travel range we are proud to publish the UK’s best-loved Pathfinder® walking guides. 
Covering the length and breadth of the UK, they are the perfect walking companion. Each guide in-
cludes tried and tested walks for all abilities and interests. www.crimsonpublishing.co.uk

Awards for Excellence 2015

Having started life as a sole distributor for rock climbing guidebooks published by the largest climbing 
clubs in the UK, the business now includes distribution of titles encompassing all outdoor activities. 
While climbing remains at our core we’ve seen cycling books flourish in the last few years and who’d 
heard of sea kayaking 10 years ago. Owned and managed by brother and sister Richard and Jane Robin-
son, Cordee now has a unique and world-renowned catalogue of books and map. www.cordee.co.uk

Páramo Directional Clothing Systems offer innovative solutions to being comfortable outdoors. 
The unique Nikwax fabrics work harder to keep you drier and more protected. 
Páramo Analogy waterproofs are more effective at moving water away from you in all conditions but are 
also softer, quieter and last much longer than conventional waterproofs. Páramo’s Torres overlayers are a 
really practical solution to warming up fast when stationary. www.paramo-clothing.com
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Awards for Excellence 2015

Outdoor Book – sponsored by Dalesman
Won by Peter & Leni Gilman, for Extreme Eiger, published by Simon and Schuster.
About the first ascent of the ‘direct route’ up North Face of the Eiger in 1996. judge Mark 
Whitley says: “The author as journalist becomes a player in the drama rather than just an 
observer (for example, innocently putting doubts in Chris Bonington’s mind about being 
climb leader, and witnessing John Harlin’s fatal fall) but this isn’t gonzo journalism and the 
author never places himself as the sole focus of the story.” Highly Commended: Stephen 
Neale, for Wild Camping, published by Adlard Coles, and Wilder Wales by Julian Rollins, 
illustrated by Drew Buckley and published by Graffeg.

Guidebook – sponsored by Aquapac International
Won by Ronald Turnbull, for Walking the Jurassic Coast, published by Cicerone.
“A significant contribution to the guidebook genre.” judge Chris Bagshaw says: “...the con-
textual commentary is what lifts this book above the ordinary. Turnbull takes time to ex-
plain in a way you wish your geography teacher at school had done.” Highly Commended: 
David Taylor, Mastering Landscape Photography, published by Ammonite Press; Special 
Mention: Adrian Hendroff, The Beara & Sheep’s Head Peninsulas; Carl Rogers, Ridge 
Walks and Scrambles in Snowdonia.

Technical Feature – sponsored by Cicerone Press
Won by David Lintern, for Photography at Night, published by www.walkhighlands.co.uk
“This had a lovely flowing style,” judge Liz Multon says: “...and was very well structured - 
setting the scene with excellent background on night photography in general, different 
techniques, what can go wrong etc. A thorough and extremely readable overview.” 

Outdoor Feature – sponsored by Crimson Publishing
Won by Chris Townsend, for High and Wild, published by TGO magazine.
“A wonderfully written 360 degree look at a stunning region,” judge Carlton Reid says: 
“Chris grabbed us from the off, giving a vivid picture of the landscapes, their power and 
beauty. We really felt his passion for the place, and the writing inspired the same. A great 
feature.” 

Digital Production – sponsored by Cordee
Won by Henry Iddon, for his Cycle Classics film work. “We liked the story telling here, and 
the use of creative filming angles,” judges Craig Wareham and Dave Mycroft say: “The use 
of black-and-white was interesting, though we weren’t sure whether the switch from B/W 
to colour part way through had any particular meaning.  We felt that its style and use of 
graphics suited today’s YouTube, Facebook, video consuming platforms – we greatly 
enjoyed his piece.”  Special Mention: Chris Townsend, www.christownsendoutdoors.com, 
Andrew White, for TV series, East Yorkshire Walks, Stephen Neale, www.wildessex.com

Photography – sponsored by Pàramo
Won by Chris Howes, for his photos of Borneo. “His work, I believe, is at a considerably 
higher level than any of his peers,” judge Colin Prior says: “This portfolio demonstrates 
powerful composition, excellent use of scale, the ability to work with people, styling and 
colour co-ordination of the model and excellent use of lighting – the use of space with 
either wide-angles lenses or stitching techniques also conveys a sense of scale which is 
often lost in these environments.”  Highly Commended: Jon Sparks, Six days in Scotland; 
Gary Richardson for Teesdale. Special Mention: Mark Gilligan, Sunrise and Sunsets
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hosts Dennis Kelsall

Our Kielder hosts
For most Guild members, getting together in a place like Kielder that encompasses so many outdoor opportunities is 
almost guaranteed to be a hit. But the many contributions of our various hosts exceeded all expectations in making the 
weekend a resounding success. Searching for nebulae and shooting stars in Northumberland’s dark skies, wandering the 
woods with a Harris Hawk, off-roading the forest’s technical bike trails or following the pipeline that carries the whole of 
the River Tees beneath the Kielder dam are just some of the things that will be stick in memories.

Our thanks go to the many staff of Northumberland Tourism, Kielder Water and Forest Park, Northumbrian Water, 
Saddle Skedaddle and the Kielder Birds of Prey Centre, who made all the backroom arrangements and took us out and 
about. Grateful appreciation too to the folks who looked after us in providing first class accommodation and excellent 
food at Kielder Calvert Trust, Kielder Castle and Tower Knowe. 

Our own guys deserve a thought as well for putting it together, leading the workshops, taking some of us into the hills 
and creating the video display that accompanied the awards. 

A reminder that it would be appreciated if anyone placing a resultant feature would let Northumberland Tourism 
know via Natalie.Wood@northumberlandtourism.co.uk.

Kielder cycling BY Jon Sparks
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Dennis Kelsall hosts

Derryck Draper Award for Osprey’s Anti Gravity 
back system in its rucksacks

But OWPG and Osprey finally 
managed to meet up a couple of 
weeks later in Lancashire, where 
the guild’s chairman, Dennis 
Kelsall, presented the Derryck 
Draper Award to Matt Haigh, who 
is  responsible for Northern UK 
and Ireland sales and training at 
Osprey Europe Ltd.

much greater overall benefit than, 
say, a thinner, lighter, more breatha-
ble jacket. 

“The Osprey Backsystem is way 
ahead of the competition and is 
making a discernible difference.”
l Judges Chris Townsend, 
Graham Thompson, Judy 
Armstrong, and Tom Hutton, all 
overseen by John Manning, also 
of Lakeland Walker.
  
Although the Osprey team couldn’t 
make it to the awards weekend, 
there were video clips from the 
company’s founder Mike Pfote-
nhauer, Osprey’s founder and 
chief designer and Tom Entwistle, 
Ospreys European sales manager, 
based in Poole.

“Rucksacks that carry comfortably 
are hard to find. Making something 
heavy feel light is as great a chal-
lenge as making weight-bearing kit 
actually feel comfortable. 
“The incorporation of Osprey’s An-
ti-Gravity AG back system more 
widely across its range is making 
a real difference, particularly its 
adoption in their new child carrier.

“At a time when we keep hearing 
that fewer children are going into 
the outdoors, it’s great to find a 
child carrier with a comfortable 
back system that will encourage 
parents to introduce juniors to the 
outdoors early on in life. 

“We consider that that will be of 
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hamish Ronald Turnbull

Hamish Brown has been one of the 
guiding forefathers of Scottish hill-
walking and hillwriting, perhaps most 
notably for his celebrated ‘Hamish’s 
Mountain Walk’ which tells the story 
of the first-ever non-stop crossing of 
the 3,000ft Munro summits in 1974. 

Winner of the Guild’s Lifetime Achievement Award escaped the Japanese 
capture of Singapore at the age of eight – and has continued to lead an 
exciting life, explained Ronald Turnbull at Hamish’s presentation.

Hamish Brown is top dog

This was a walk of 1,600 miles 
(plus 150  by bike), with 450,000ft of 
ascent (five and a bit Everests) in 112 
days. His later Groats End Walk was 
the most perverse ever from John o’ 
Groats to Lands End, with diversions 
including all the Irish 3,000-footers.

The Guild’s Lifetime Achievement 
Award is not simply for publishing 
a lot of books. It is for an important 
and lasting contribution to our pro-
fession: for creativity as against mere 
productivity. That said, Hamish has 
published a lot of books.

The 139 listed on Amazon include 
a rock climbing guide to the Island of 
Rum, along with photo biographies 
of Robbie Williams and the Scottish 
gravestone scene. He has been a 
contributor to Grove’s Dictionary of 
Music. Plus something called Stark-
ers that I’ve been unable to uncover 
as, regrettably, it lacks Amazon’s ‘look 
inside’ feature. 

But more than that, with his work 
at Braehead School, Buckhaven, in 
Fife Hamish, has been a founder of 
adventurous outdoor education. 
Back in the 1960s his was the first 
such appointment in the state sector. 
As the headmaster put it: “Take these 

boys and girls and do what you like 
with them.” Such a remit would, sadly, 
be unthinkable today. And just as 
Hamish Brown’s dog became the first 
dog to do the Munros, so Braehead 
became the first and only school. 

As reviser of Munro’s Tables in 
1981, Hamish was partly responsible 
for inaugurating five new mountains, 
including expanding of Liathach and 
An Teallach to two Munro summits 
apiece. He was the inventor from 
1965 (along with last year’s lifetime 
achiever Kev Reynolds) of the High 
Atlas as a walking destination for 
Brits. According to John Manning, 
his exotic Moroccan adventures 
led him to be nicknamed “Hashish 
Brown”. Tell any Berber in the Atlas 
that you’re from Scotland, they go 
‘Then you know Hamish Brown’.

Hamish tells me that he was not, 
in fact, inventor of the Fife Coast 
Path – it just feels that way. He was 
though the inventor of the Ultimate 
(or Great Outdoor) Challenge. 
Every May just before the midges, 
300 people cross Highland Scotland 
from coast to coast by many differ-
ent routes. The essence of the idea, 
now in its 36th year, is that it is not 
competitive and there are no Brownie 
points for speed, altitude, or getting 
drowned in rivers. 

The Brownie points – and thanks 
to John Manning for this excellent 
pun – are acquired by simply having 

fun among the mountains.
This year the 8,000th person 

completed the crossing. This makes 
Hamish personally responsible for 
some 20,000 wild camps, 10,000 
bothy nights and approximately 
25,000 painful blisters.

 “A remarkable testimony,” as John 
Manning, sometimes organiser of 
the event, says, “to the simplicity and 
the strength of Hamish’s original 
concept.”

As Hamish himself has put it: “I’m 
no Oor Wullie look alike in puking 
colours.” Seeing him here tonight, we 
must all agree with that. 

But as John Manning (who’s not 
even Scottish) has said: “Through 
his contribution to outdoor educa-
tion, outdoor literature, exploratory 
trekking and in the Great Outdoors 
Challenge, Hamish has always been 
and continues to be an inspiration. 

That he continues to do so 
without a computer or an email ac-
count in this day and age is a bloody 
miracle.” We must all agree – apart 
perhaps from the Membership Secre-
tary, slightly less thrilled by Hamish’s 
lack of email.

Along with the Great Outdoor 
Challenge and his beloved Munros, 
Hamish is part of the bedrock of the 
UK outdoor community. 

It gives me immense pleasure to 
be presenting this award to a man I’ve 
admired since I was about 8 years old.
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Jon Sparks
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Extreme mountainside
Peter and Leni Gillman win Best Outdoor Book for Extreme 
Eiger, published by Simon and Schuster

The night of 22 March exacted a 
heavy toll from the climbers. All five in 
the summit teams awoke from fitful 
sleeps to find hands, feet and limbs 
immobile in the cold. 

Strobel’s gloves were shredded and 
he had black blisters on his fingers. 
Although he did not fully realise it 
yet, since he could no longer feel his 
feet, they were becoming frostbitten 
too. Lehne set off up the ropes into 
the storm, uncertain what lay ahead 
and still fearing that they might be 
forced to turn back. He reached Stro-
bel’s previous high-point and pushed 
on into the unknown, first up a steep 
ice gully and then over brittle slabs of 
overlapping rock that reminded him 
of the shell of a turtle. He had placed 
just two pitons and now faced a new 
problem caused by the drag of the 
rope. It was so severe that he had to 
stop climbing and abseil back to the 
foot of the pitch. 

Strobel was horrified to see Lehne 
arrive, fearing that he had given up 
and they would have to descend. He 
was relieved when Lehne told him 
about the rope drag and proposed 
that they move up to Strobel’s high-

point. Rigging a belay proved all but 
impossible. They were unable to place 
bolts as every attempt at drilling just 
left a shallow hole in the friable lime-
stone. It took Lehne an hour to place 
two widely spaced pitons through 
which he could run his rope. The 
climbing became even more precar-
ious, culminating in a five-metre sec-
tion without handholds where he was 
balancing only on the front-points of 
his crampons. He tried to move up 
by grasping a tiny flake of rock from 
underneath, but it broke away and he 
toppled backwards. As he struggled 
to stop himself falling a violent gust 
of wind slammed him back upright 
and he held on. Shortly afterwards he 
was at the top of the pitch. Lehne lat-
er described this pitch as the boldest 
of his entire climbing career. 

Strobel joined Lehne at the stance. 
Ahead, stretching up into the murk, 
was a sheet of ice. It appeared omi-
nously thin, but as Lehne moved up it 

In his bivouac above the Fly, Has-
ton’s gloves and gaiters were frozen 
solid. As he attempted to tighten his 
crampon straps, one broke. It took 
him an hour, with numbed fingers, to 
find a spare strap in his rucksack and 
replace the one that was broken. It 
seemed unthinkable that they could 
climb in such hideous conditions; 
but, in Haston’s epic phrase, the 
way out was up. Nearby, Hupfauer 
and Votteler forced themselves into 
action. Votteler was immensely ap-
prehensive about the injury to his left 
arm caused by a falling stone the day 
before. Even after flexing it all night it 
was intensely painful and his left hand 
was unable to grip.

Two pitches above them, Lehne 
and Strobel were suffering too. They 

were out of 
food and it 
was fifty hours 
since they’d 
had anything 
to drink.   Like 
Haston, Lehne 
had numb 
fingers which 
made the task 
of stuffing the 
remnants of 
their bivouac 
sack into his 
rucksack a pro-
tracted trial. 

Günther Strobel in bad weather 
near Death Bivouac early in the 
climb – photo taken by German 
team
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Extreme mountainside the angle eased and the ice thickened. 
He drove in his last ice piton for 
protection and headed rightwards 
to a tiny arete, where he stopped and 
plunged his ice axe up to the hilt. He 
let out a yell of joy, an exultant dis-
charge of energy and relief, that was 
snatched away by the wind. They had 
reached the Summit Icefield at last.

Strobel followed Lehne to their 
next stance and Lehne pushed on, 
following the snow arete which 
gave way to a further stretch of rock 
crowned by a short, stubby pillar. 

They hammered in a piton and at-
tached their last fixed rope. The next 
pitch – the ninth above the Fly – led 
up a sixty-degree slope with a ten-cen-
timetre crust of snow.  Although the 
difficulties were eased, they could 
not relax as the wind was hammer-
ing from all sides, threatening to 
hurl them from the steps they were 
cutting, and flakes of ice were soaring 
past them, transported by the gale. 
At the top of the pitch Lehne told 
Strobel that his arms were cramping 
and asked him to take over the lead. 
Strobel was in difficulty with his 
crampons but the angle had relented 
sufficiently to allow him to take over. 
Still cutting steps, he headed on up. 

Lehne was pondering where the 
summit was when the clouds mo-
mentarily cleared. Kleine Scheidegg 
appeared and wondered if he and 
Strobel could be seen from there. He 
shouted in a fanciful bid to bridge the 
distance–and, to his surprise, heard 
answering yells from closer at hand. 
He looked down and saw Hupfauer, 
Votteler and Haston several pitches 
below. He shouted back: ‘We are 
going for the summit. Bonington will 
be there with 120 metres of rope. We 
will lower it down to you – wait for it.’ 

Haston, Hupfauer and Votteler 
had left their bivouac site above the 
Fly not long after Lehne and Stro-

bel set off two pitches above them. 
Haston led up the fixed rope on the 
first pitch but halfway up sensed that 
his fingers were freezing. At the top 
of the pitch he removed his gloves 
and saw that his fingers resembled ten 
white wooden pegs. He swallowed a 
handful of Ronicol pills and waited, 
in intense pain, as blood permeat-
ed his fingers. Below him, Votteler 
was in difficulty as he attempted to 
ascend the rope using his right hand, 
while Hupfauer did his best to shep-
herd him up the rope. ‘My left arm 

was useless,’ Votteler said in 2014. ‘It 
was a matter of up, up, up.’

Somewhere above, they presumed, 
Lehne and Strobel were making 
progress. That was confirmed when 
they arrived at the point on the fifth 
pitch Lehne and Strobel had reached 
the previous evening. Haston was 
dismayed that they had taken all the 
ice-climbing equipment with them, 
not even leaving him an ice axe.  He 
also saw that although they had left a 
fixed rope in place, it ended around 
twelve metres above him. Haston 

Roland Votteler, photographed by 
Sigi Hupfauer on 25 March 1966, on 
the last few metres to the summit
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considered climbing the stretch solo 
but caution got the better of him, and 
he waited for Hupfauer and Votteler 
to arrive so that he could lead it on a 
rope.  Haston climbed the pitch and 
fixed the rope for Hupfauer and Vot-
teler to follow. They had just joined 
him on the stance when the clouds 
cleared. They looked up towards the 
summit and saw Strobel and Lehne 
cutting their way up a sixty-degree ice 
slope. Haston did not hear Lehne’s 
shout of encouragement, or his 
instruction that they should wait 
until Bonington lowered a rope from 
the summit. Above them, Strobel 
reached the top of the tenth pitch 
and brought Lehne up. Strobel led on 
again, passing an awkward rock bulge 
and emerging on to another ice slope. 

Ahead, at last, he could see the end 
of the climb. Their fifty-metre rope 
proved just long enough. ‘The rope 
was finished, I fell down and I was on 
the summit,’ Strobel said in 2014.

Strobel’s first thought was to bring 
up Lehne – which almost produced 
the ultimate disaster. Strobel drove 
his ice axe into the summit snow cone 
and wound the climbing rope around 
it as best he could with his frostbitten 
fingers. Below him Lehne, who had 
been waiting on the final stance for 
an hour, thought he heard Strobel 
call him up. That was a mistake – and 
neither the ice axe nor the belay was 
secure as Lehne set off. Strobel was 
straining against the pull of the rope, 
clinging to the shaft of his ice axe just 
a step or two away from the void, as 

he fought to support Lehne’s weight.
The ice axe held. Lehne pulled 

over the final crest and found that 
they were just three metres to the 
right of the summit – thus fulfilling 
Comici’s edict about a falling drop of 
water almost to the letter. 

He and Strobel embraced but were 
unable to smile as their faces were 
covered in ice. Deep down, Lehne 
wrote, they were in turmoil, ready to 
laugh and to cry. Lehne’s attempts at 
celebration were cut short when he 
saw how poorly Strobel had secured 
his rope and realised just how close to 
calamity they had been. Strobel also 
reflected on the narrow margin of 
their success. ‘It was a miracle – more 
than that, it was like a dream.’

Lehne drove his own ice axe into 

Eiger North Face from Kleine 
Scheidegg – taken in 2015
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the snow and secured the rope for 
Haston, Hupfauer and Votteler. 
His immediate instinct was to head 
down from the summit to find 
shelter from the wind which was 
threatening to hurl them off the 
narrow summit ridge. But they were 
unsteady on their feet, the result, 
Lehne assumed, of attempting to 
walk on a horizontal plane after so 
long existing on the vertical. Then 
a figure loomed out of the swirl-
ing snow:  it was Bonington. He 
embraced both men and told them: 
‘Fantastic, wonderful, wonderful.’  

Golikow was there too and he 
led Lehne and Strobel to the snow 
cave on the West Flank.  Meanwhile  
Haston, Hupfauer and Votteler were 
fighting for their lives.  They spent an 
hour covering the next three pitches 
to the Summit Icefield. But they 
were abruptly halted at the top of 
the eighth pitch. They had reached 
the end of the fixed ropes and ahead 
stretched a fifty-metre pitch of bare 
sixty-degree ice. Lehne had judged it 
steep but straightforward, but he had 
an ice axe and functioning crampons. 
Haston had neither. His left crampon 
had come adrift and was twisted at 
a forty-five degree angle; his right 
crampon was loose too. 

Worse still, Lehne’s steps had been 
obliterated by snow which drove into 
Haston’s face, all but blinding him as 
it froze to his eyebrows and eyelids. 
With just one ice dagger to assist him, 
Haston set off, scraping the snow out 
of Lehne’s steps with his hands and 
pulling himself on to each in turn.  
Below him, Hupfauer and Votteler 
were watching in trepidation, as aware 
as Haston that they had only a poor 
belay and one slip by Haston could 
kill them all. ‘He scraped his way up,’ 
Votteler said in 2014. ‘It was more 
than a masterpiece.’ 

Above him, Haston could see 

the rope which  Bonington had 
dropped, and thought that once 
he reached it he would be safe. But 
at the top of the pitch Haston saw 
that the rope was dangling some 
six metres to his left. He began 
edging his way leftwards, tentative-
ly trusting himself to his unstable 
crampons, and then headed back. 
Without an ice axe it was hopeless.

Haston knew that Hupfauer 
and Votteler were waiting below 
and that it lay in his hands to get 
them off the face. There was just 
one answer – and a desperate one 
at that. If he could drive his ice 
dagger into the ice he could set up 
a tension traverse. Using a Hiebler 
clamp, he hammered the dagger into 
the ice; it penetrated barely an inch. 
He attached a sling, passed his rope 
through it and set off again, balancing 
on his crampon points as he worked 
his way towards the rope hanging 
down the next pitch. ‘Point by point 
I edged across the icy slabs,’ Haston 
later wrote. ‘There was no real point 
in worrying because it was out of my 
hands. Three lives on an inch of met-
al. A long last reach and there was the 
rope.’  Haston attached his clamp and 

clung on.  Haston tied off his rope so 
that Hupfauer and Votteler could fol-
low and continued up the fixed rope. 
He heard voices and saw two figures 
looming through the cloud and the 
storm. Bonington called down to him 
and Haston shouted back: ‘Christ, is 
that you, Chris?’ 

Bonington led Haston down to 
the snow hole, while Golikow waited 
for Hupfauer and Votteler. Hupfauer 
arrived half an hour later, followed  by 
Votteler. He too collapsed when he 
reached the sanctuary of the summit 
ridge. ‘The first thing I did was to fall 
flat on my face. We had been in the 
vertical the whole time, and all of a 
sudden I went “bang” and fell straight 
to the ground.’

Hupfauer’s reaction on reaching 
the summit, as he related in 2013, was 
simple: ‘We had to get down.’

Votteler said: ‘We had survived – 
nothing more.’
l Paperback edition to be published 
in February 2016. 

BELOW: The five German climbers 
today: left to right, Hupfauer, Strobel, 
Votteler, Rosenzopf, Schnaidt.   The 
first three made the summit as re-
ferred to in the text.   
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‘What can 
go wrong?’
Judges Liz Multon and Carlton Reid on...

David Lintern’s
Photography at Night

http://www.walkhighlands.co.uk/news/outdoors-photography-at-night/0011240/

awards David Lintern
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‘Wonderfully written’ 

‘We liked the story telling’ 

Lapierre Cycle Classics

High and Wild
Chris Townsend’s

Henry Iddon’s

Chris Townsend / Henry Iddon awards
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A rock kindergarten
Ronald Turnbull wins Best Guide Book for Walking the 
Jurassic Coast, published by Cicerone
Down at the seaside – and up on the 
downs. Dorset and South Devon have 
sweeping sea cliffs, magnificent rock 
architecture, and hidden coves. Inland 
are long green ridgeways. Gentle 
grassland, the big sea view, and the 
ramparts of an iron age settlement, 
make an easier morning before the 
strenuousness, sea-level to clifftop, of 
the coastal afternoon. 

And at day’s end, a swim in the 
sea, a fizzy drink, and perhaps an-
other ice cream.

It’s not, though, the ice creams 
(splendid as they are) that make this 
100 miles of coastline into one of 
only three ‘natural heritage’ World 
Sites in the UK. (The others are the 
Giant’s Causeway coast and St Kilda; 
while Hadrian’s Wall, Stonehenge 
etc are ‘cultural’.) It’s not just the 
windswept downland, or the crashing 
waves below; the long views across 
the water, or the thyme and trefoil of 
the meadow slopes.

The clue to the coastline’s World 
Heritage status 
is contained in 
the name. The 
varied rock for-
mations of this 
short coastline, 
the chalk and 
limestone and 
red sandstone 
and shale, tell 
a 200 million 
year story that’s 
not just the 
Jurassic but the 
later Creta-

ceous and earlier Trias too.
So while these small-hill and sea-

side walks are enjoyable in themselves 
– you’re missing out if you don’t also 
spare an eye for various events of the 
Dinosaur times. The quartzite peb-
bles of Budleigh Salterton, washed 
by flash floods out of a mountain 
range somewhere to the south where 
today we see only the sea. Tree trunks 
of 150 million years ago at Lulworth 
Cove. The soupy Cretaceous sea that 
carved its way right across England. 
Ammonites the size of dinner plates 
at Dancing Ledge. The crumple zone 
caused by Italy’s continuing impact 
with Europe.

Earth science can be heavy going. 
A hand lens, a hammer, and half a 
lifetime to distinguish the 70 dif-
ferent ammonite zones of Lyme 
Regis... However, the Jurassic coast 
is not just a rock garden, but a rock 
kindergarten. This is the place to see 

the spectacular events of 200 million 
years ago; to understand what was 
going on; to see and touch the fossils 
and rockforms that make us believe 
in sliding continents, and million 
year cycles of the moon, ice ages and 
sudden drownings of the sea.

The routes in this book are not 
geology field trips. They are meant 
to be enjoyed, first and foremost, as 
walks. The rock facts, and pictures to 
go with them, are added at the end of 
each of the walking routes. 

If you don’t feel like stuffing 
your head with science, you can just 
stride out with the wind in your 
hair, over another green clifftop 
and along another overhanging 
chalkface, down to tea and scones 
and a swim in the sea.

Boots and bikini; science, or a 
set of swimming trunks. Along the 
Dorset Devon coast, you can walk it 
either way. 

awards Ronald Turnbull

The Great Unconformity: chalk and Greensand 
above red mud stone, Weston Cliff
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The Sea
The insight that starts off geology – 
Aristotle wondered about it, and so 
did Leonardo da Vinci – is that rocks 
like sandstone really are the remains 
of other, earlier rocks, broken down 
and recycled over immense periods 
of time. What breaks them down can 
be rain or wind, streams or rivers or 
even ice. But the main sand-maker is 
the sea.

the beach protects the cliff face for 
a time. But straight away the finer 
dust and sand are carried away: from 
above you see them staining the 
sea. The smaller pebbles go next. 
A century later, only an arc of big 
sea boulders, seen from the clifftop 
above (see Route 10), marks the site 
of a former cliff collapse.

Wherever a faultline has already 
weakened the rockface, the waves cut 
inwards: and now a new and surpris-
ing cave-making agent takes over. 
Sand-scrubbing isn’t effective within 
a hollow. Instead, the incoming wave 
compresses air within the cracks of 
the rock. As the wave sucks, the air 
expands, almost explosively, driving 
the rock apart.

And so a small hollow becomes a 
big hole – look in the roof of any sea 
cave and you should see the faultline 
that provided the initial point of 
weakness. Where a faultline passes 
right through a headland, sea-caves 
at either end join to become an arch. 

content of red sandstone and layered 
limestone. Along 50 miles of the Ju-
rassic Coast, between Budleigh Salt-
erton and White Nothe, the Green-
sand and Chalk which were the bed 
of that soupy sea slice clean across the 
older beds, chopping off their tops of 
the older (Triassic and Jurassic) rocks. 
At any one place (Golden Cap, say) it 
just looks as if the Chalk sits on top 
of other rocks in the ordinary way. 
It’s over several walks, or in the cliff 
diagram at the back of this book, that 
you appreciate that the Chalk doesn’t 
just sit on the earlier rocks, but actu-
ally cuts across them.

An unconformity is where one 
rock sits on the eroded down remains 
of an earlier one, implying a time-gap 
of missing rocks between. The un-
conformity at the base of the Chalk 
Sea can be traced from Hampshire 
to Devon: it’s known as the Great 
Unconformity.

The arch collapses to 
form a sea-stack. Wave 
action attacks the base 
of the stack; it falls; 
and the sea moves on 
inland.

The Great 
Unconformity

Will this process of 
sea erosion, given time, 
eventually erase the 
whole of England? We 
know it will – because 
it already did! In the 
Cretaceous (the Chalk 
time), a soupy, algae-in-
fested sea carved its 
way right across an old 

Introduction
Ronald Turnbull awards

The rocks of the Jurassic Coast 
are almost all the sort called ‘sed-
imentary’. There are no igneous 
rocks, arriving red hot and fresh 
from volcanoes or congealing deep 
underground. There are no metamor-
phic ones, cooked and mangled by 
mountain-building. What we see are 
sandstones, which are made of sand; 
and limestones, directly dumped on 
the sea bed by chemical precipitation.

When we look at a rock, what we 
want to know is: where did it come 
from, how was it made? How conven-
ient, then, that every coastal walk has 
cliff face exposures and beautifully 
polished pebbles. But also, working 
away right here in the present day, 
the same geological earth-force that 
made the limestone and sandstone in 
the first place: the sea.

The sea nibbles into the land along 
a narrow band between the high and 
the low tide lines: it’s like a strimmer 
slicing into a tangle of weeds. And 
so at low tide the shoreline often 
shows a wave-cut platform; rock 
beds cut off almost flat, between the 
minus-10m contour and the zero one, 
the only zone where the waves can 
actually attack.

At the cliff base, the waves start 
by grinding out a notch. It’s sand and 
small pebbles that act as the abrasive. 
When the cliff is sufficiently under-
cut, down it comes. The rubble on 

BELOW: Ammonite and Houns Tout 
from Chapman’s Pool
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‘A considerably higher level 
than any of his peers’ 

 for Giant Caves of Borneo

Chris Howes

awards Chris Howes

Gunung Mulu National Park in Malaysia on the island of Borneo was the destina-
tion for a British caving expedition in 2014, undertaking original exploration both 
in looking for extensions to known caves and finding new entrances. Deer Cave and 
Clearwater Cave are both known, classic caves to explore, while Easter Cave was 
discovered during the expedition and photographed during its exploration.

BOTTOM: Using a rope to cross the underground river in Clearwater Cave, where falling on 
the razor-sharp rock has been the cause of serious accidents in the past and I wanted 
to illustrate both the nature of the river and the rock in a single shot; P9-COVER: Judith in 
a passage formed in white limestone in Stone Horse Cave; P1-COVER: The upper entrance 
to Deer Cave with the tree ferns far below is an ideal spot to climb to for the evening bat 
exodus, this being one of the largest bat colonies in the world 
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Abode of the 
Gods: Tales of 
Trekking in Nepal 
Kev Reynolds; 
Cicerone 
It is entirely 
typical of Kev 
Reynolds that 
all profits from 
the sale of this, 
his latest book on trekking in Nepal, 
should go directly to help the com-
munities devastated by April’s tragic 
earthquake. Following on from his 
recent autobiographical short stories 
– A Walk in the Clouds – Kev now 
turns his hand to relating traveller’s 
tales of his quarter century of trek-
king in Nepal. Few have had his depth 
of experience, and Kev is a charming, 
delightful and knowledgeable guide, 
as any one lucky enough to have gone 
on one of his trips will vouchsafe. 

Chapters cover the predictable 
Kangchenjunga, Annapurna, Everest, 
Manaslu, and Langtang and Helambu 
areas, but also the less-visited “Hidden 
Land” of Dolpo, the far west of Api 
and Jumla, and the recently-opened 
Mugu region.  Anecdotes abound, but 
it is the ever-hospitable and cheerful 
people of Nepal, for whom Kev has 
such obvious affection and love, who 
are the lead characters in this charming 
book. So it is fitting that they should 
be the beneficiaries of his generosity 
and desire to give something back in 
return for their years of friendship and 
mutually-shared adventure.

The National Trails 
of England, Scot-
land and Wales (2nd 
edition)
Paddy Dillon; Cicero-
ne 
Someday, some-
one will work out 
exactly how many 
miles Paddy Dillion 

has walked on long-distance trails 
around the world. And no one has 
a better knowledge of our own 
National Trails – because Paddy 
has walked the 3,100 miles of all 19 
of them at least twice.  

So this second, updated edition 
of his classic National Trails om-
nibus will be welcomed by all who 
feel the call of the long-distance 

path, what Pennine Way pioneer 
Tom Stephenson called “a long 
green trail.” As Paddy explains in his 
introduction, he never set out to walk 
all the British National Trails – it 
just happened. “I’m not complaining 
though,” he says, “as I enjoy long-dis-
tance walking immensely and I can’t 
think of a better way to explore the 
country.”  

Paddy doesn’t mention the on-go-
ing Government ambition to open 
up an English Coast Path, recently 
scheduled for completion by 2020. 
This 2,795-mile routes around the 
entire English coast will surely be the 
long-distance path to end all long-dis-
tance paths – and I’m pretty sure I 
know who will be writing the first 
guidebook!

Walking Hadrian’s Wall 
Path, Mark Richards; 
Cicerone 
Mark Richards’ first 
guide to Hadrian’s 
Wall was published 18 
years ago as The Wall 
Walk, but much has 
changed since then, 
most notably its designation as a full-
blown National Trail in 2003. So this 
thorough revision and third edition 
of his classic guide is very welcome 
for would-be Wall-wanderers. And it 
breaks new ground for the publisher 
because it features a pull-out route 
map booklet, featuring authoritative 
1:25,000 OS mapping, which slots into 

the back of the plastic-covered guide. 
This means the guide can be used free 
of the maps, although location maps 
are still re-drawn at the start of each 
stage. The main route is described the 
way most people walk it, east to west, 
but at the end of each stage the route 
is also described westbound, for those 
who prefer to face 
the wind.

The Dingle Penin-
sula;
The Beara & Sheep’s 
Head Peninsulas; 
Killarney to Valentia 
Island – the Iveragh 
Peninsula  
Adrian Hendroff; The 
Collins Press
Adrian Hendroff is author of the 
highly-acclaimed and award-winning 
From High Places: A Journey Through 
Ireland’s Great Mountains. But he is 
also an accomplished footpath guide 
writer, as these three new guides bear 
witness. They are illustrated through-
out by Adrian’s superb photography, 
which unfortunately is not used to 
best effect because of the designer’s 
apparent preference for smaller imag-

es, which do no justice at all to 
Adrian’s magnificent landscapes.  

The mapping of the 20-plus 
routes described in each is fairly 
diagrammatic, so Ordnance 
Survey Ireland (OSi) 1:50,000 
Discovery, or 1:25,000 Adven-
ture series maps are essential 
and wisely recommended by 
the author. Grid references are 

scattered throughout the text to help 
in navigation or the use of GPS.  The 
areas covered include three of the 
most beautiful peninsulas of south 
west Ireland – Iveragh, Beara and 
Sheep’s Head, and Dingle. Criticisms 
apart, these three books are attractive 
and practical guides to these delicious 
landscapes of Ireland’s south west. 
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travel Gary Richardson

Travel light on northern nights 
Gary Richardson’s gear guide in a national park
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My mind was racing. 
Abisko National Park. 
The northern lights. I was 
going to the best place in 
the world to see them. So 
the main thing for me to 
sort was the photographic 
gear. The purpose of the 
trip was to head up into 
the remote mountains for 
three days of trekking. Did 
I really want to be carrying 
15kg of camera gear as 
well as my camping gear? 

I knew from other 
walking trips that I done 
in groups that the oppor-
tunities to stop and faff 
around taking photos 
would be limited.  It was 
a decision I didn’t want to 
have to make. Missing that 
once in a lifetime shot or 
being sensible about what 
gear to take with me. 

For years now I’ve used 
the Canon 5D Mk2 for my 
landscape work; however, 
over the last several months 
I’ve been trying out the 
Canon M mirror-less com-
pact system. Got it mainly 
to save lugging the 5D all 
time when I started work 
on a set of walking guides. 

However, I’ve been pleasant-
ly surprised at its perfor-
mance and handling, it has 
produced some fantastic 
shots, at times in challenging 
conditions, and to be honest 
I’ve not missed not having 
the 5D all of the time.

But could I rely on tak-
ing it out to Sweden with 
me, that was the daunting 
question. If I did take it, I 
wouldn’t have a spare body 
as a backup in case any-
thing went wrong. There 
would be no choice of 
lenses, only have the basic 
18mm-55mm kit lens that 
came with the camera. I’m 
not saying there I anything 
wrong with this lens, but I 
wouldn’t have the option 
for ultra-wide angle or 
zooming in for close ups? 
There was always the 
option to buy extra lenses 
to take with me. However 
even though I’m loving the 
new mirror-less system, at 
this present time I’m not 
100% sure that I would 
stick with the Canon M 
system. There are better 

systems currently on the 
market, and Canon don’t 
seem to be investing as 
much as others in develop-
ing this technology. 

Companies like Sony 
are leading the field, with 
their new A7 system. I 
was a big fan of the Sony 
Alpha’s and still have my 
old A700, I only switched 
over to Canon for the full 
frame option. But now 
that Sony have the full 
frame A7 that will take 
Canon lenses there could 
be a move back. So I didn’t 
want to spend out on a 
couple of extra lenses for 
the Canon M. 

In the end the decision 
was based on the weight of 
the gear I would be carry-
ing. When I’m out in the 
mountains for a couple of 
days by myself I try to keep 
the weight I’m carrying 
down to 10kg including 
the camera gear if I can. 
I’m quite particular about 
the gear that I use, so the 
unknown element of what 
gear I would be provided 

with was a little worrying, 
as I was on a press trip with 
VisitSweden. As it turned 
out the equipment I was 
provided with, ended up 
a lot heavier than I would 
have liked. My bag weighed 
in at over 15kg without the 
camera, which is at the top 
end of what I like to carry.

The list of gear that I 
ended up taking with me 
comprised of:-
l Canon M compact 

with 15-55mm lens
l 3 battery packs + 

mains charger
l IR remote control 

+ spare batteries
l Lens pens and 

a couple of micro fibre 
cloths for cleaning
l Slik Sprint Pro II 

tripod with a 3 way pan/tilt 
head – this is a great small 
compact travel tripod, 
which folds down to 47cm 
in length, and fits easily 
onto side of a rucksack and 
weighs in at roughly 1kg.
l Several spare SD 

memory cards, mix of 8GB 
and 16GB, some of these 

Gary Richardson travel

Gary Richardson in Abisko National ParkTravel light on northern nights 
Gary Richardson’s gear guide in a national park
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were the micro SDs with an adapter. 
Took these so I could transfer images 
over to a tablet for while I was away.
l Cokin P filter system, com-

prising of filter holder and a mix of 
ND2, 4 and 8 soft grads and solid 
filters.
l Canon 90EX speed light with 

spare batteries.
l Alcatel Pop 7” tablet, with 4G 

and Wi-Fi connections, also had Ado-
be Lightroom installed on it synced 
with my Creative Cloud account so I 
could edit/post images while away. 

How did it all work? Overall it 
was a great success, all of the gear 
worked fine, only technical issues that 
I experienced was with some conden-
sation on the camera on the second 
night camping in the mountains. The 
weather had been lousy for the last 
couple of hours of walking, low cloud, 
windy with rain/sleet. Hadn’t realised 
how wet the bag had got, had soaked 
through the rain cover. We ended up 
eating in mountain hut due to the bad 
weather. I got the camera out to do a 
few shots and bang; a really bad case 
of misting up. I missed lots of good 
shots.  The only other issues I had 
were with the tablet. Firstly I found 
inserting/removing the small mem-
ory card very fiddly. Not sure if this 

was down to cold fingers for the trip 
or not. However, I’m thinking that in-
vesting in a Wi-Fi card for the camera 
might be better option, something to 
look into for the future? The other 
issue wasn’t really a technical one, it 
was human error on my behalf. 

I had arranged with my mobile pro-
vider to get a data connection while 
away. Sweden is a very technological 
advanced in terms of mobile/data 
networks compared to a lot of coun-
tries. Did some research and found 
that it was possible to get reasonable  
4G connections, even in a few places 
while up in the mountains. With this 
in mind I was hoping on doing some 
blog/social media updates while I was 
out in the wilds. But like lots of best 
laid plans, they fail; on this occasion it 

was down to me not sending the text 
message to activate it before leaving 
the UK. A simple mistake, which 
could have proved costly, as I ended 
up with no phone or data connec-
tion for the 5 days. Luckily for me 
though there was plenty of free Wi-Fi 
connections available to use so not a 
complete disaster!

The weather wasn’t brilliant, but 
with all pre-planned trips you are at 
the hands of the weather gods, so 
you just have to go with what get and 
work with it. A mix of low cloud and 
drizzle plagued us for most of the trip. 
There were some nice breaks, which 
showed how stunning the scenery 
was. We also got a taste of what the 
Arctic can be like, as the first snow 
of the winter season arrived while we 
were camping on the second night, 
high up in the mountains. Tempera-
tures plunged below freezing. Bitterly 
cold winds, combined with snow, 
tested both me and the camera equip-
ment to the extreme.

There wasn’t much luck on seeing 
the northern lights either,  we got 
the briefest of glimpses of them one 
night sitting around the camp fire at 
the Sami village. They only appeared 
for a few minutes through a break in 
the clouds, and just barely visible to 
the human eye. The most annoying 
fact was that when I got back home 
I found out that the same evening 
there had been a stunning display 

travel Gary Richardson
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Camera gear out of the bag
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over the UK, just typical! One of the 
elements of the trip that I was looking 
forward to was seeing what everyone 
else would be doing in terms of taking 
photographs. There were going to be 
about 40 other people, plus guides 
made up of a mix of tour operators, 
retailers and journalists. I was expect-
ing a wide range of abilities and equip-
ment, everything from mobile phones 
through to professional SLRs, which 
was only to be expected. 

Mobile technology was used 
heavily throughout the trip, lots of 
live updating of social media sites. It 
was quite remarkable that now even 
when you are in one of Europe’s last 
wilderness areas that if you wanted 
to you can still connect to the digital 

world and reach a wide audience. Did 
this detract from the overall experi-
ence of the trip? Personally for me 
no; well not on a short trip like this. 
I’m used to being able to post photos/
updates to social media when I’m out 
working. But I think if I’d been look-
ing at a longer trip out there I would 
have switched the technology off  
for most of the time.  There was one 
thing that really caught my eye on the 
trip, and has made me think about 
how I might do things in the future, 
and that was the use of video. It was 
very educational, for me, to watch 
the video bloggers working, it is not a 
media I’ve worked with much. 

However, after spending a few 
days watching and talking to people 

I think I could make more use of it in 
future. 

Especially for detailing walks; yes 
nice photos can say so much, but I 
think a combination of stills and vid-
eo could portray a lot more. Definite-
ly something for me to look at over 
the coming months. 

Would I do anything differently for 
future trips like this? 

On the whole, no. I would definite-
ly go with the small lightweight op-
tion. The benefits of carrying smaller 
and lighter camera gear outweigh 
the disadvantages. Yes there are some 
limitations, but I think with the right 
mirror-less system and a couple of 
decent lenses you would cover all of 
the scenarios you’d come across.

Main
Explaining the inexplicable is a worthy end, reports Laurence Main

     The Man
It is our duty to tell readers about the places we take 
them to. When it comes to ancient monuments, don’t 
always expect answers from archaeologists. They don’t 
know everything. You have to cast your net wider some-
times. There’s no better example of this than Avebury, in 
Wiltshire, at Silbury Hill. 
Are you old enough to remember the Silbury Hill Pro-
ject on BBC television from 1967 to 1969? Described 
as ‘one of the most exciting researches ever undertaken 
in British archaeology’. It starred Professor Richard 
Atkinson and involved commentator Magnus Mag-
nusson. For younger readers, this was big stuff, gripping 
the nation until the final anticlimax. The archaeologists 
couldn’t find the answer! 

They had no idea why the biggest artificial mound in 
Britain had been constructed some 4,675 years ago. It 
took a dogged individual unencumbered by academic 
blinkers to find the truth. In the 1970s, when I was 
teaching in school, in Swindon, Michael Dames was a 
college lecturer in the same Wiltshire town. His subject 
was art. His degrees were in geography and British 
archaeology and he looked at the landscape, south of 
Swindon, with an open mind. Whilst I was inspecting 

the rights of way as the voluntary footpaths secretary 
of the Swindon Group of the Ramblers’ Association, in 
the drought summer of 1976, Michael Dames was pub-
lishing a book which provided the answer to the enigma 
on our patch: Silbury Hill

The Silbury Treasure, by Michael Dames (Thames 
and Hudson, 1976), was followed by The Avebury 
Cycle (Thames and Hudson, 1978).

Authors die, books go out of print, information is 
lost. Be grateful to be able to read them. Michael Dames 
shows how our Neolithic ancestors worshipped and 
represented their Mother Goddess in the landscape. 
The various monuments in the Avebury area represent a 
different aspect of the annual fertility cycle correspond-
ing to the agricultural year. The first farmers lived in 
harmony with the living landscape. Silbury Hill repre-
sents the pregnant belly of Lughnasadh (early August).

Individuals such as Michael Dames and their ideas 
are not always accepted by more conventional ‘authori-
ties’. So do your bit to spread the message. After all, you 
walk all over the land. Encourage others to do likewise, 
and make some money from it.

Laurence Main main man
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gobster Key Reynolds

The Gobster
Kev Reynolds on 
holding the ear
Having frequent after-dinner and 
post-lunch speaking engagements, 
I’m accustomed to seeing eyes glaze 
over and heads slump forward in that 
warm room, glass-of-wine-and-full-
belly state of contentment. But the 
agitation coming from a small group 
of my audience was unsettling. 

Just twenty minutes into my subject 
a woman – from where I was standing 
she seemed to be about 70 years old – 
had keeled over onto her neighbour.  
That’s a bit excessive, I thought. Is my 
lecture really that boring?

No, she hadn’t simply fallen asleep; 
she was having a heart attack!

Someone dialled 999. The para-
medics were there in super-fast time, 
and half an hour later, with oxygen 
mask over her face, the patient was 
whisked off to hospital while I was 
left with the challenge of resuscitat-
ing the audience and completing my 
talk. Fortunately such interruptions 
are rare, but unless you’re very lucky 
or gifted with hero status, at some 
time or other you will be challenged 
when you stand up to speak in public. 
The worst I ever faced was at a univer-
sity mountaineering club’s Christmas 
dinner held at a Lake District hotel. 

The venue was fine, the meal good, 
alcohol plentiful. Alcohol, yes. I 
blame the alcohol – and the imma-
ture students, some of whom were off 
their heads before the main course 
was over. Bread rolls and turkey drum 
sticks were being lobbed from one 
side of the room to the other; wait-
resses were intimidated, and ribald 
language drowned the president’s 

call for order. By the time it was my 
turn to speak I had virtually lost the 
will to live.  To add insult to injury, I’d 
had to drive 300 miles to get there, 
and having to be back in Kent for 
another function the following day, 
meant that I’d have to drive through 
the night, snatching just a couple 
of hours’ sleep in the car park of a 
motorway service station.

The mind’s self-protective mech-
anism has erased the memory of 
the after-dinner speech I gave that 
evening, but I know I really earned 
my fee and made a note to avoid that 
particular university club in future.

Those two examples are not 
typical, thank goodness, but though 
I joke that as long as I can keep the 
treasurer awake long enough to write 
my cheque, the rest can sleep, it is the 
speaker’s responsibility to maintain 
his audience’s attention throughout 
the lecture. You owe it to all those 
who have chosen to be there. So how 
to achieve that 100% attention?

1: Study your audience before 
you begin. Get to the venue early, set 
up your equipment – if you’re using 
visual aids – then position yourself 
near the hall or auditorium entrance 
to gauge the mood of individuals and 
groups as they arrive. As you gain 
in experience you should be able to 
‘read’ in their demeanour how they 
are likely to react to your perfor-
mance (for that is what it is) and what 
you are going to tell them. If there’s 
a lively buzz before you start, that’s 
a promising sign. But if the hall is so 
quiet you wonder if there’s life before 
death, you know you’ll have to pull 
out all the stops to make an impact.

2: Be prepared and well-practised, 
and remember that enthusiasm is in-
fectious, so spread yours among those 
gathered before you. Pepper your 
lecture with short, snappy anecdotes. 
Those who have paid to hear you 
speak want to be entertained, so no 
matter how serious the topic, it pays 
to liven it with humour. 

3: Never forget that whether you’re 
facing twenty or five hundred people, 
you are addressing just one individ-
ual. He or she will be sitting in every 
occupied seat, in the back row, at the 
front, in the middle of row twelve and 
in the far left-hand corner. Make eye 
contact so they know you are aware of 
them. Once you’ve done that, they will 
stay alert. So while you may be stand-
ing at a podium, or strolling across a 
stage, direct your attention from one to 
another of your audience, letting your 
eyes settle on each individual face just 
long enough to make a connection and 
build a brief relationship. 

That way your lecture becomes 
personal.  Of all those I’ve given in a 
thirty-year career, the most successful 
were not necessarily those for which I 
received the largest fee, but those where 
at the end the audience was reluctant 
to go home. An hour, and on occasion 
two hours have drifted by in the warmth 
of camaraderie – strangers-turned-
friends who simply wanted to share 
their experiences.  That, to me, is worth 
more than any fee. 
l The woman survived the heart 
attack and was in the audience the 
following year when I gave another 
lecture in the same town. She even 
apologised for what she called her 
rude interruption!


